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Introduction:

MISCONCEPTIONS OF THE

ORGASM FUNCTION

During the late 1940's the orgasm theory become again a matter of public,
scicntific debate. This theory had been first formulated between 1923 (Cher
Genitalitat) and 1927 (DIE FUNKTION DES ORGASMUS). Since then, the problem of the orgasm function, with its psychiatric, social, and biophysical imriications, has never ceascd to occupy the center of orgonomic thinking and
working. The orgasm theory was and still is the guiding line in ali orgonomic
investigations. The problem of human character formation cannot be
divorced froco the orgasm problem; one is forced to accept the character
armor as the most important pathogenic event in the biophysical development of the human animal; it is dirccted ag,ainst its involuntary life functions.
In spite of this coherence of facts, some typical misconceptions of the
orgasm function kcep creeping up in the literature with a peculiar consistency. One writer claimed that character analysis had been widely "accepted" by the world while the orgasm theory was still struggling for a place
• The first 8 chapters of Part II appeared in this
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in the sun of favorable public opinion. There is no doubt that in some
quarters great efforts are being made to "accept" character-analysi9—without
the orgasm theory. However, such attempts to eliminate the core of the
character function are bound to fail; they do not agree with the clear-cut
clinicai observations of human behavior: Whoevcr has carefully studied
CumuscrEa ANALYSIS will have realized the nonsensicality of separating the
orgasm theory from the function of human character formation. Other
writers have "raised the orgasm problem anew," as one author put it; this
is not true, since the orgasm problem has never ceased to occupy the center
of attention in orgonomic research. What happened is this: After some
twenty years of great efforts on the part of certain psychoanalytic circles to
kill the orgasm question by silente or moral assassination, here and there a
daring psychiatrist could not hclp raising the issue in public "again." The
orgasm problem has become more and more urgent as the years have passed
by and the frustration in handling human biopathology with the exclusion of
the function of the orgasm has become intolerable.
Other, more serious, scientific workers tried to "correct" my views on the
orgasm functinn hy referring rn dasçieA l, phrin)ogiral thrnries abolir the
functioning of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. To
them the main problem was whether the orgastic energy discharge is a function of the vagus "or" the sympathetic. They overlooked the most essential
finding of orgasm research:
The function of the orgasm is neither an isolated vagic nor a distinct sympathetic event; it is not a local event in the genital organs. Orgonomic research has shown, clinically as well as experimentally, the following:
1. The orgasm manifests itself as a repeated CONVULSION of the TOTAL
organism. This is true for the animal kingdom. Thus, the orgasm is not
local, genital event. The genital apparatus only plays the role of a trigger for
the total body convulsion and, during the orgasm, functions as the main
organ for the energy discharge and the emission of the semen in the male.
Thus, the orgasm function represents a problem of the TOTAL organismic
functioning in bio-energetic terms.
2. The organismic totality of the plasmatic orgasm event manifests itself
also in the preparatory functions which lead up to the total convulsion. Indispensable preliminary functions appear to be the foilowing if the temi
"orgastic potency" is to be appropriately applied:
a. Excitation and expansion of the orgonotic field of the organism.
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b. Attraction toward a second orgone energy system which either already
is in a state of excitation or readily develops excitation. "Excitation" here
means a sharp riso of the energy levei of the organism in strictly orgonephysical terras.
c. Approach and orgonotic fusion of the two orgone energy systems into
one highly charged system, manifested as "superimposition" of the organisms.

IIE

Diagrarn of the typical phases of the sexual act with orgastic potency,
in both seres.
forepleasure. P = penetration. I = phase of voluntary control of increase
F
excitation in which voluntary prolongation is as yet harmless. II = phase of involuntary musde contractions and automatic increase in excitation. III = sudden and steep
ascent to the acme (A). 1V = orgasm. The shaded part represents the phase of
steep -drop- of the excitation. i. = relaitation.
involoniary bach coolvdsioss. V
Duration, about five to twenty minutes.

d. Further rise in energy levei in what is now one orgonotic system
through mutual excitation of its two constituent parts, the mie and the
female. (The division of the living organisrn from a certain stage of genetic
development into two opposite sexes has remained one of the greatest riddles
of natural sciencc.)
e. Sudden steep jump upward of the charge in the unity of two orgonotic
systems ("ACME") followed by repeated total convulsions and discharge of
energy with subsequent sudden drop of the energy level ("GRATIFICATION").
3. The misconception is widespread that the orgasm, besidcs being a
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merely genital function, is naturally accompanied by perspiration, anxiety,
spastic contractions, etc. h is also widely but erroneously assumed that a synnpatheticotonic, rapid heart is a physiological, i.e., natural attribute of the
orgasm function.
Such erroncous conclusions are usually derived from observation of the
behavior in armored, orgastically impotent human beings. Perspiration,
anxiety, spastic contractions during the discharge and restriction of the irsvoluntary convulsions to the genital apparatus are, clearly shown by comparative clinicai studies. PATHOLOCICAL manifestations, due to orgasm anxiety.
Organisms which discharge orgasticaliy, i.e., with the orgasm reflex running its full course, regularly and under undisturbed conditions, irl.= as
well as outer, show during the preliminary period an excitation which is
characterized by grave and calmness. The anxiously excited, perspiring,
spastic male or female with a rapid heart beat during the genital approach
and embrace is mostly an individual who is anxiously overexcited, due to
long abstinente, or anxious due to social or other kinds of anxiety.
derived
Thus, the conclusion to be found in physiological textbooks
Ti...., ir,
nf pathnkgirtil and rico- nf r itor-,1
obvious, since the natural functions which, in orgonomy, are suhsumed under
the term. "orgastic potency" are not distinguished from the pathological
functions due to the generally disturbed scx-economy in humans as well as
in domesticated animais. The natural genital fusion is, in spite of the excitation, a calm, majestic event which ends in a bio-energetically deep discharge
and relaxation. Great sculptures depicting natural love functions created by
artists of the stature of a Rodin show these basic characteristics clearly. In
order to obtain valid judgments on the nature of the genital function we
must, finally and dcfinitely, get away from the sexual behavior of armored,
sexually anxious and repressed human animais. We must, in every single
case, be careful to define whether we are dealing with fusion of unexcited,
anxiously overexcited, cold, anorgonotic genital organs, or with fully developed and orgonotically functioning organisms.
4. In observing protozoal plasma convulsions one never has the impression
of anxiousness or disarrangement of the organism. The total plasma convulsion can be readily observed in certain protozoa (vorticella). Here, after a
period of charging by intake from the fluid of highly charged bions
(= energy vesicles), repeated convulsions set in which are followed by a
relaxation. The vorticella possesses no nerves. THE (sacas-t.te cortvutsloN naus
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IS AN EXPRESSION OP PROTOPLASMATIC CHARGE AND DISCHARGE WHICH IS rNDEPENDENT OF THE EXISTENCE OF A FORMED NF.ILVOUS SYSTEM.

The writers, therefore, who reduce the orgasm problern to the genital
region or restrict it to the metazoa which already possess an autonomic
nervous system are far off the rrack on which orgonomy arrives at its conclusions related to the bio-energetic event termed ORGASM. The orgasm
function is much more deeply rooted in phylogenesis than the autonomic
nervous system. The question, therefore, whether the orgasm is a sympathctic
"ar" a parasympathetic event, misses the point completely.
5. It is troe that vagas and sympathetic, too, are tools of the orgastic function in metazoa. But they are neither the sources nor the sole executors of the
orgastic convulsion; Chis convulsion is a primordial, plasmatic event.
However, it is essential to answer the question whether the orgastic convulsion is running its course predominantly in expansive or in contractive
movements. If we ascribe expansion of the life apparatus in higher animais
to the parasympathetic and contraction to the sympathctic system, or, in
other words, the pleasure function to expansion and the unpleasure function
to contraction. new questions arise. The ordiaary snceze is clearly an expansive, vagotonic event. It is accompanied by exhalation, which is vagic, and
it is pleasurable. Is the orgastic convulsion, too, outgoing or is it contractive?
All detail functions, such as emission, full yielding to the partner in the
embrace, the energy discharge, etc., semi to indicate that the orgastic gratification is an outgoing, expansive, vagotonic, and not a contractive, sympatheticotonic event. However, since we are dealing with a CO/VVULSION, i.e., a repeated altcrnation between extreme contraction and expansion, with the
prevalence of expansion, sympathetic functions must be also involved. There
can be no strong outgoing expansion without a preceding contraction; there
is always a contraction before the jump of a tiger; there is a central excitation
in amebas just before a pseudopodium is forrned and stretched out.
The most conclusivo evidente for the predominante of expansion in the
orgasm was ohtained in 1935 through bio-eiectric experirrients in studying the
pleasure function at the University of Oslo, Norway: The orgastic discharge
of the semen was characterized by outgoing and not by retracting impulses;
they appeared in the electrogram as pea4s, depicting the thrusts of emission,
and not as dips ar valleys which are characteristic for sympathetic action (cf.
electrogram No. XXI in "Experirnentelle Ergebnisse über die elektrische
Funktion von Sexualitãt und Angst," 1937, reproduced facing p. 104).
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It was a major event in the history of bio-physiology when, between 1935
and 1937, it was shown that only the pleasure function raises the bio-electric
(today: orgonotic) charge of the skin at the erogenous zones. All other emotions, anxiety, anger, depression, etc., are functions of withdrawal of biocnergetic charge from the periphery toward the core of the organism.
9.

THE FOUR-BEAT OF THE ORCASM FUNCTION = THE LIFE FORMULA

In contrast to the biopathic structure, the genital character structure is
characterized by "orgastic potency." It forms the common functioning principie of ali human character structures whose functioning from the biological core to the psychic surface is not interrupted by an armor block and
therefore flores freely. This character structure experientes contradictions
and conflicts, inhibitions and even repressions. But the capacity for the
orgastic convulsion has remained with the organism. Hence, the unarmored
character structurc forms the functional opposite of the armored character
structure.
The common functioning principie of the genital and of the biopathic
character structure is easy to find. If we loosen the biological emotions from
their frozen state in the Armee, if
thcm to àurani freely again from
the core to the surface, we find that the armored character structure has in
common with the unarmored character the building-up of instinctual charge
in the biological core. However, the armored organism lacks, in contrast to
the unarmored (not the elimination of instinctual tensions in itself but) the
capacity for orgastic convulsion and discharge of surpius bio-energy; in short,
orgastic potency. The release of instinctual energy tension corresponds to an
climination of the processes which arose in the building-up of bio-energy
charge.
Build-up and decrease of instinctual charges are perrodic life processes
which can be described with the concept of PULSATION. If we study the expressions of these two processes, we find in the first, clearly evident in sexual
excitation, a heighrened turgor of the tissues, especially of the genitais; in the
decrease, we soe a decline in the turgor of the tissues. Functionally, the turgor
represents a mechanical tension through the filling with fluids ("erecrion");
the decrease of the turgor corresponds to a mechanical release. Tension and
release form two paired functions whore common functioning principie is
the movement of fluids and vasomotor activity.
We can now convince ourselves that functional thinking must find new
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facts if it observes correctly and describes exactly the function that is investigated.
h would seern logical to have the mcchanical tension of the lissues form
the basis of sexual excitation and the mechanical release the basis of sexual
satisfaction. Classical sexual physiology had in fact drawn this conclusion,
and in particular had nade the tension of the semen in the maio responsible
for the sexual excitation. Here the introduction of the concept nf "orgastic
impotence" proved not only clinically indispensabie btst also theoretically of
decisive importance.
Clinicai observation showed that the processes of tension and release in the
mechanical sense could take place without any sensations of sexual excitation
and gratification. Accordingly, sexual sensations could in no way be functionally paired with the mechanical processes in the organism. Something
cise (se assertcd the functional work hypothesis around 1930-34) musr
accompany the mechanical tension in order to give rise to the sensation of
pleasure, the excitation, and the gratification. It was necessary to find this
"something."
It was the functional and not the mechanistic formulation which final!),
yielded the four-beat "orgasm formula." Only then (the hypothetical conclusion posited), when along with the mechanical tension a biological
energy charge also moves to the periphery of the organism, do the sensations
of pleasure and the psychic excitation arise. I have so oftcn presented these
basic questions of my research that I express them here only briefly_ With the
above formulation a two-fold task was accomplished:
In the first place, the psychic sensation of pleasure was separated from the
mechanical bodily processes. Secondly, attention was called to an unknown
something that had to be present and had to function if the existence of the
pleasure sensation was to be understood. In this way, BIOLOGICAL ENUCY in a
practical manner began to appear in the foreground of the investigations.
That there was a biological energy was self-evident. Stifl, what was it and
how did it function? It probably had something to do with charge and discharge. The orgasm had ali the qualities of a discharge of previously accumulated charges.
From here on, there developed an abundance of rnost fruitful questions:
(a) The relationship of the infensity of a sensation to the J.rtrnsiveness etquantity of the energy charge (and not to mechanical tension, for a direct re-
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tationship between sensation and tension had to be excluded in view of the
fact of orgastic impotente).
"Intensity" and "quality" are properties of psychic sensations, "extensiveness" and "quantity" are properties of physical processes. Quality and quantity
are properties which do not impinge upon one another. We perceive a tone
or a color as intensiva qualities. These sensations correspond to objective
quantities such as the number of the wave oscillations of the particular tone
ar color.
Intensity of sensation and quantity of charge form two paired functions for
they are basically different yet still condition one another. They also must
have a common functioning principie in which they are functionally identical. h was necessary to seck, find, and correctly formulate the common
functioning principie. I knew that, shouid I succeed in finding the common
functioning principie of sensation and charge, then FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE
HISTORY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEA'*:H, A PRACTICAL BRIDGE WORLD RE CONSTRUCTED
FROM THE WORLD OF THE 5.-113jECTIVE, OF THE PSYC:'."_:, TO THE WORLD OF THE

here as aiways the riddie could nen be solved
by philosophical speculation, but only by the observation of natural functions
and the correct connection of the observations.
(b) If mechanical tension and release, energetic charge and discharge,
formed two sets of paired functions which blended the functioning of the
orgasm into a unity, then the next question arose: how were there functioning pairs to be arranged? Exactly as I wrote them down above ar differently?
For instance, as tension and charge on the one hand and as release and discharge on the other?
These details of thought technique are essentiaL I wish to convince the
reader that orgonomic functionalism cannot be applied arbitran7y or rnechanirally it is to show practical results and development. lt is not irrelevant
in what way we arrange the functions. There is only one correct arrangement and not four ar sixteen. The student of my writings knows what the
correct grouping looks like. However, here we wish to derive it logically.
Let us try to arrange the four functions in diflerent ways and soe what arrangement is in harmony with objective processes. Some authors have cited
my orgasm formula but presented it in the wrong arder, as if the arder were
unessentiaL It is decisive not only for the functional formulation of the
orgasm function, but for ali the consequentes which are drawn from it.
First possibility:
OBJECTIVE., OF THE PHYSICAL. But
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Tension —) Relaxation --> Charge —a Discharge
This does not cover the process for in the orgasm function thc charge is
obviously prior to the relaxation.
Second possibility:
Tension —' Charge —> Relaxation —a Discharge
This arraragement avoids the mechanical sequente of the first grouping,
but again does not cover the process, for the relaxation of the organism does
not occur between charge and discharge.
Third possibility:
Tension Discharge —> Relaxation —> Charge
This is obviously nonsense as is the arder Relaxation —> Tension —> Discharge —+ Charge. I present this absurdity only in arder to demonstrate that
there are, in functional formulations as in any other scientific operations,
iilogical and logicai combinations.
Distinct, i.e., well-defined natural functions abe), always only ME SINGLE
íntegra:1-n their ceas.ait !!!!!!!
hena ratinyud, thát
is, describes the process objectively and can follow its variations. For the
orgasm function there is only one logical arrangement of the four functions
and no other, if one wishes to comprehend practically the function one is
forrnulating. This will be shown concretely. The logicai formulation of the
integrated orgasm function reads:
Mechanical tension Bio.energetic charge —)
Bio-energetic discharge —) Mcchanical relaxation
We term chis process, in brief, the "orgasrn formula." It is specific for the
orgasm, the common functioning principie of ali genital characters, if we
lirnit ourselves to characterology. A brief consideration makes it evident that
the slightest deviation from this functioning principie prevents the occurrence of the natural process which it roles. If we ornit the mechanical tension
or the hio-energeric charge, then relaxation and discharge abo do not occur.
If we have the relaxation precede the discharge, we contradict the factual
observations: we kt a hio-energetic discharge arise in a non-turgid organ, say,
in a limp penis. We
!et the bio-energetic charge precede the mechanical
turgidity for it is canceivable that a charge or exciration induces the swelling
of the tissue af ter it. Howevc-r, thc interretationship with other observations
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contradicts this: the bio-energetic charge is at the periphery of the organism.
But it does not crise at the periphery without prior swelling of thc periphcral
organ. The charge must in some way reach the periphery. The rie tt considcration tells us that the charge at the periphery can originatc uni), from an
excitation in the center of the organism and that it moves forward from
center to periphery: expansive orgonotic streaming. This consideration is
supported by microscopic observations in the flowing ameba: before a pseudopodium is formed at the periphery, bions !ominam in the center and a
streaming of the plasma sets in from center to periphery. We are justified in
drawing the conclusion from the ameba to the metazoon, since the plasma
currents as a functioning principie are common to ali organistns.
The orgasm is a variation of plasmatic pulsation. It consists of expansion
and convulsion. The expansion goes with swelling and charge, the convulsion
with discharge and relaxation. We could write this up functionally as follows:
Swellíng
Expoosion
Chorge
Orgc.;:ri
Convviúon

~sliff~i~‹

Diseharge
Rerexation

Only mie deviation from the four-beat of the orgasm function is possible:
The mechanical tension of the peripheral organ can occur without bcing followed by the further three beats. This is actually the case in the so-called
"Goiti erection." h leads to pathological "priapism."
The four-beat of the orgasm function represcnts simultaneously a functional and a temporal sequence of processes. As a functiona] consequente, the
orgasm function forros—except in the pathologica! realm—an inseparahle
unity. In it, four singlc functions are integrated in a characteristic way and
are dependem upon one another. Tension and charge form a gradual, discharge and relaxation a rapid, rhythrnically convulsive process. "Is the convulsion characteristic only of the orgasm?" must be our next question. The
rhythrnically convulsive process of the sccond part of the total function is in
fact peculiar to thc orgasm. The repeated convtilsion of the organism distinguishes the orgasm from other biological, autonomic functions. Still, the
four-beat of tension-charge-discharge-relaxation is a function of ali autonomous organs, and thus is not specific for the orgasm. Muscular movement,
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the movement of the jellyfish, hcart movement, intestinal peristaltic motion,
the movement of the worm and snake, ali clearly demonstrate the universal
validity of the orgasm formula in the realm of living rnatter. The orgasm
formula describes a functioning principie that extends far beyond the realm
of the sexual function. It is only expressed with especial distinctness in the
sexual realm, since here the biological emotions occur vigorousiy with the
corresponding energy processes. Yet the four-beat can be followed right up to
egg division and also can be observed in the developmental convulsions of
embryos. The next question follows logically: hou. far does Me functioning
realm of the functioning principie of Me orgastic four-beat extend?
Since no organ of thc living domain can be excluded, the orgasm formula
seems simply to represem Me "life formula." This is a far-reaching and
radical conclusion. For we have reached the boundary of the living realm
and must look, whether we wish to ar not, into the realm of non-living
naturc. We do this not out of idle curiosity, hut out of the obligation to become acquainted with and demarcate our framcwork of operation.
How is the boundary Tine betsveen Me living and Me non-living func.
theic 4 Shaip dGiU44%.41.A.C114, t" 41 C ['hW C od.ns.ious
s.unatr sukt:P
which allow certain functions of the neighboring realm to reach over imo the
domain af the living ar permit specific living functions to extend into and
function in any forro in the realm of non-living nature? Are the mcchanists,
who grant no basic distinctions between the living and the non-living,
correct in expecting the clarification of the life problern from a more complete chemical and physical conception of non-living functions? Or are the
metaphysicisis and mystics right who ascribe to non-living nature qualities
of the living, who indeed even assume a general spirit or a god•iike power
indcpendent of natural functions?
Such questions are not philosophicai speculations, hut form a working
outlook; thcy are orientations in a strange territory. In a familiar residential
district one knows exactly where one's own street, one's own pareci of land
ends, and where the neighbor's street and bit of land begins. One even knows
the neighbor and his family. Nothing is foreign and unusual. But in natural
research which planges ahead to the new, one succumbs to a mood which
is comparable to that af a sea-voyager of the I5th century or to the outlook
of an American pioneer in the wild west. One does not intend to know or
possess the entire domain in derail; yet one must know in what sort of terrain
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one is situated. h is indispensable for the protection of life and safcty, both
in sea journey and in genuine natural research.
In fruitful scientific work there is an alternation between uncertainty and
complete clarity, as if one were a mountain climber who emerges from a
denso forest orno a plateau which perrnits one a wide view and survey.
The broadening of the functioning realm of the orgasm formula from
sexuality to that of the living in general corresponded to such a perspective
and wide outlook. It had not beca forced; et had resulta' from thc logical
consistency of the functional thought technique. New was not the fact that
one now enjoycd a view of the total living domaM; what was new was that
one now saw this realm of thc living under the rale of a single all-embracing
functioning principie, a single FUNCTIONAL Law. Most of thc details were still
obscure. Yet the general validity of the "life formula," as 1 now called the
orgasm formula, appeared certain. Befure one could proceed further, une had
to take severa' precautions agamst making catastrophic errors in judgment.
A mistaken notion in stnall realms is easy to correu. A mistaken concept in
basic, far-reaching questions can cost one's life work. My work hypothesis
from now on was the following:
For the mechanist, the living is only an electrical and chemical machine.
He eventually expects to gain a complete understanding from more electrical
and chemical knowledge. For the vitalist, the living is basically different from
the non-living. He assumes a "vis vitalis" which is metaphysical. In no way
are the arguments of the vitalist less valid than the arguments of thc
mechanist. Numerous and important facts speak for either viewpoint. Yet
the contradiction between these two views of nature remains sharp and insoluble. Only if one can determine the common functioning principie of the
living and the non-living is the difficulty solved.
Both realms of nature are ruled by the processes of tension and release and
of charge and discharge. However, the manner in which they combine distinguishes the living froco the non-living. In living nature they function in a
RELAXATION.
DISCHARGE
definite, rhythmic four-beat: TENsioN i CHARGE
(We recognize in it the four-beat of "orgonotic pulsation.") Instead of
"tension" we can asso say SWELLING. Thus we soe the identity and the variadoa expressed in the same group of functions: Me variation of Me living
from Me rest of nature consists only in a certain rhythmical arrangement of
Me part-functions. We must kcep well in mind that the number of the constituent functions of the otstE life function is FOUR.
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First of ali, the functional relationship had to be established between the
functioning formula of the living and thc part-functions that were already
well-known and well established, just as in gaining a far-advanced post in
an expedidon one makes certain of one's connection with the civilized rear.
In this process of anchoring the new scientific position, further clarifications
were obtained concerning the relationship of living to non-living nature, details which one had overlooked or which one had seen but not propeli)/
evaluatcd. Seemingly insignificant details assume tremendous importante
when they are placed in a wider functioning framework. And so let us retura (o carlier points of departure.
10. THE SIO-ENERGETIC PLASMA CURRENT

Sex-economic clinicai work, around 1926, produced an importam functional contradiction to which we had to ascribe a universal validity in thc
functioning realm of the biophysical emotions: Mc contradiction of pleasure
and anxiety. Their common functioning principie is, to repeat, the streaming
of bio-energetic excitation in the organism, unclear as it still is what we mean
practically when we speak of "bio-energetic excitation." The differentiation
of the common funaioning principie of biological excitation or "current"
into pleasure or anxiety is determined by the direction of Me current or excitation. Pleasure occurs if the excitation fiows toward the periphery, anxiety
if it fiows toward the center and thus blocks outgoing expansiva core-impulses.
This was determined by clinica' observation of the corresponding phenomena. Yet it was unclear as to WHAT streams or !lotas, or wi-rAT moves in Me
organism independent of nerves and tissues.
Embryonic orgonomy now knew the paired functions of pleasure and
anxiety and their common functioning principie, the "bio-energetic" current.
However, it is still a long stretch from the phenomena of pleasure and anxiety
to the understanding of their bio-energetic foundation. The common functioning principie, comprehended so far, described the contradiction of
pleasure and anxiety sensation and their functional identity in the balis of
biological excitation. Yet, the biological excitation which formed the common
functioning principie of pleasure and anxiety itself had to be a variation of a
still deeper natural principie. No one knew or even guessed at either the
essence of this biological excitation or the functional counterpart and the
deeper functioning principie of both the biological excitation and its unknown counterpart. Schematicaily:
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Pleasure (Expons;vni ›.......,
Biological
excitotion
Unknown
common functioning
principie

Anxiety lContraction)

Unknown
counterport of
biological excitotion

Let us open the way into the unexplored by seeking after the unknown
functional counterpart of pleasure and anxiety. In the functional investigation
of scientific processes one may always seek and set up only one single functioning pair. One gets nowhere if one brings in more than one pair of
functions into the functioning schema.
Pleasure and anxiety are sensations. They are, to be sure, opposed to one
another, but they both belong to the realm of psychic functioning. Simultancously they give expression to biological, i.e., to extra-psychic processes. If
we dn not %vis')

ro çornmir the rnienke nf ohljteraring the lp,rple eFf-”r,,,:e.,;.,g

in nature and of psychologizing ali nature, we must scparate the concepts
"psychic" and "biological" and continually keep them apart. In many depthpsychological investigations, we mect the basic error that biological and
psychic processes are mistaken for one another or arbitrarily inserted for each
other. ft is necessary to limit the concept of the psychic to the realm of sensations and perceptions; it always describes only the subjective experiente of
objective life processes. The domain of Me biological, of objective life
processes, is wider Man that of Me psychic. To be sure, ali psychic, subjective
experiente is contained in the functioning reahn of the living, but not ali
living functioning is manitested psychically. There is a wide domain of
biological functioning, such as life activity during sleep, cell-division, metabolism, growth, etc., that occur without subjective perception and sensation.
They are not represented or expressed in the unconscious mind. Thereby, we
do not limit sensation to conscious sensations or to "consciousness" at ali.
There are sensations, particularly organ sensations, that seldom reach the
threshoid of consciousness. These considerations are of decisive significance
for the conceptual formulation of the biopathies of orgonomy, incorrectly
termed "psychosomatic ilinesses." Incorrect ideais about the functioning relationship of the narrow, psychic realm to the wider biological realm lead to
incorrect clinicai conclusions.
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Certain considerations of thought techrique force us to distinguish between functional pairs which operate within a certain functioning realm and
pairs of functions whose mcmbcrs are in functioning realms of different
depth and width. This mysteriously theoretical-sounding sentence is readily
comprehensibie if we not only put the pleasure and anxicty sensations into a
functional pair relationship, but if we also search for their correlation in the
deeper functioning realm of the biological. In the first case, both functioning
members are of a psychic nature. They function, so to speak, horizontally
against one another. In the second case one function is in the psychic, the
other in the biological realm which is not percewed psychically. The psychic
and the biological function form still another set of paired functions; one is
placed higher, the other deeper. We could express this distinction in the different descriptive fashion of our functional symbols; but that is superfiuous
here. It would unnecessarily complicate the simplicity of the connections. Ir
is sufficient in each case where we set up paired functions to be very clear as
to whether both functions are on the same or on different functioning leveis;
the deeper functioning levei is aiways also the wider realm.
The paired function oi the psychic sensation of uriziciy on ihe deeper functioning levei is represented in the ciearest way by the biochernical substance
adrenalin. Here a psychic and a biochemical function fortn a functional pair.
The physiological functioning counterpart of the sensation of pleasure on the
1 dceper levei is the biochemical lecithin and the inorganic chemical potassium.
1
Like ali other paired functions these functions also must have a common
functioning principie which makes them functionally identical. The common
functioning principie of pleasure sensation and potassium or lecithin is the
biological expansion of the vasovegetative apparatus. The common functioning principie of anxiety sensation and adrenalin (also calcium) is the biological contraction of the life apparatus.
In this way, the unity and contradiction of psychic and bio-chemical functions can be functionally arranged.
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We had earlier found a functional Identity and contradiction of pleasure
and parasympathetic functioning and of anxiety and sympathetic functioning. In the first case the common functioning principie is biological expansion, in thc second ir is the biological contraction of the life apparatus. Thus,
we succeeded in finding and in formulating the functional principie not only
in une and the same, but aiso in different realms of functioning. The attentive
reader will already have noticed the significance of this: the functional coordination of processes of nature within one definite realm of functioning
does not contribute to the "integration," i.e., to the unifiution of different
specialized sciences of natural research. On the other hand, Me functional
connection of processes in different realms of functioning, which in mechanistic science are treated as sharply distinct from one another, accomplishes
basically the DISSOLUTION OF THE 13GUNDARIES BETWEEN THE SEPARATE SCIENCES.
If a certain special function of one scientific realm, for instante of psychology, has as its paired function a certain special function in another
scientific realm, for instante in physiology ar clectrics, and with ir in a third
scientific domain, say in biology, contains its common functioning principie,
the'n the houndaries hetween psychology, physinlogy, eleetrics ar 1 hihingy
have essentially collapsed. This is true, practically, at least in the natural functions which have already been concrctely formuiated: in nature there are no
boundaries within Me common functioning principie of Me first for ultimate) order_ The boundaries were introduced into nature by the specialization of the mechanistic scientific disciplines. Orgonornic functionalism removes tbese boundaries again. In this way it brings natural research doser
to nature, not only in regard to contents but also to thought technique. And
in principie there are now only technical, but no tanger any basic obstacles
in the way to reach the unifyirg functioning principies (Á ali nature, even
if coneretely we may be cver so distanr from this goal. The framework of
thought can embrace ali nature, though observation and experimentation are
not yer ready to fill it.
Thcse &trás of functional thinking are of decisive significance. They can
easily be demonstrated if one tests them in concrete examples. However,
before we compare, by means of practical examples, the cluaiistic, monistic
and mechanistic methodologies with the functional one, we must take several
further steps in the direction of the common functioning principie of the
living.
So far, we have formulated two series of paired functions, which rnutually,
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and in their rnernbers, describc at any given time definite, objective functions
of nature. We shall now ar range diem synoptically.
Paired Functions

Principie

—Anxicty scnsation
Pleasure sensation
Psychology
physiology
Parasyrnpathetic function--Sympathcric function ....... _
—Adrenalin
Lecithin, Cholin
Biochemistry
Potassium
—Calcium
lnorganic chemistry
Expansion
—Contrartion
Physics, Mechanics
PULSATION
Orgonornic functional principie
Evcry individual function in the two series forms with every other funcdou in the same and in the second group a definite ser of paired functions.
Each set of paired functions has its special common functioning principie.
And the two rows as groups represent contradictorily functioning pairs of
different rank with regard to the general biological functioning principie
of pulsation.
The functioning nair closest to nuisation is cornposed of expansion anel
contraction. Thcsc are mechunical functions in the realm of the living, best
represented by the processes of swelling (hydration) and unswelling (dehydration).
The careful reader will have asked himseif whcre the paired functions of
charge and discharge belong. Whoever thinks through precisely the functions
of energetic charge and discharge will find that rhey do not fir into our
scherna of functions. If charge were functionally identical with one of the
groups and discharge were functionally identical with the other group aí
functions, as, say, pleasure and vagis activiry are functionally identical with
regard to expansion, and sympathetic activiry and adrenalin are functionally
identical with regard to contraction of the life apparatus, thcn there would be
no diificulty in grouping the charge and discharge cif the tissues. But functionaiism does not permit the use of mechanistic arrangernents; the thought
forms must correspond to the natural functions ar cise one falis prey to error.
The difficuity of fitting charge and discharge, obviously bio!ogical functions
and principal features of the so essential orgasm formula, into the desired
schcrna of thought, forced ma around 1934 to test the whoie theory experiientaIly. Only controlled experiments couid decide whether and in what way
t hc contradiction of charge and discharge fits into the functionalism of the
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living organism. It was ciear that we could not pair charge with pleasure and
discharge with anxiety for hoth charge and discharge of biological cnergy in
sexuality are pleasurable processes. And an attack of anxiety certainly does
not look like a discharge. It is inevitable that in the course of research one
hits upon such perplexities and entanglements of facts. The experienced
natural researcher will even be suspicious if his work develops without such
hindrances; indeed, he rejoices in complications of this kind. For experience
teaches that every entanglement of the facts contains a very important secret
of nature.
The difficulty here described was satisfac-orily solved in the course of the
furthcr work and finaily it rcveakd its tremendous secret. The final result
was the discovery of the rosmic orgone energy.
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high point of pleasurable sensation. Where, then, did the discharge aí bio.
ingira! cnergy belong as the contradiction of specific sensations which could
be linked with thc original contradiction of pleasure and anxiety ? Only much
!ater, after the experiments had already furnished their results, did 1 dtscover
that about right years radio- I had formulated a hypothesis solely from
clinicai observation (cf. DIE FUNKTION DES ORGASMUS, 1927) which now
proved to be approximately correct. But I emphasize that at the time of the
experiments I worked without any assumpuons, that, on the contrary, because
of tht many contradictions, my work was rather confuscd.
After about a year of various attempts to solve the problem, the majority of
which failed, the first citar result appeared: OF AU. THE KNOWN EMOTIONS,
ONLY THE PLEASURE SENSATION COINCIDES WITH AN INCREASE IN THE MO-

ALI OTHER ENIOTIONS, SUCH AS A N XIET'i ,
etc., are accompanied by a decrease in skin potential.
Another year of intense experimentation confirmed this first result. It
seemed to be unknown in the physiological literature. Ir was astonishing and
perplexing to such a degree that several of my co-workers and friends became
anery and left the work. What todav is a olatitude Drovoked scientifie t-nrnIty
and personal strife for a dccade and a haif. For indeed this fact, too, could not
be reconciled with any mechanistic conception, and it smashed with one
blow a large group aí established concepts in psycholagy, physiology and
biology. I wish to present only the most important consequentes of these experiments, whose repercussions I experienced like an earthquake.
Mechanistic physiology assumes that eiectricaI currents move along rigid
nerves when muscles react to stimuli. Our experiments showed that without
the slightest muscular rnovement energy itself moves when sensations anise.
Bio-energy moves in a fasbion which has little to do with the classical verve
tracks. During the pleasure sensation, it flows in the directivo aí the
periphery, and during the anxiety sensation it flows away from the periphery
to the center aí the organism, i.e., against the direction of biophysical expansion.
In this way, the contradiction of periphery and center of Me organisrn
reeulted as a counterpart to Me contradiction of pleasure and anxiety. The
bio-energetie "center" has nothing to do with the "center" of mechanistic
neurology. It is not located in the cerebrum, but in the middle of thc hody.
It coincides with the location of the largest and most importam of the ganglia
ceoters, the solar plexus. The free movement of biological energy from bioENE.RGETIC CHAME OF THE EODY SURFACE.

11, T1iE "BIO-ELECTRIC" FUNCTION OF PLEASURE AND ANXIETY

ln 1934 the functions of charge and discharge of the tissues could only be
invesugated in terras of "electricar energy. Earlier investigations by Veraguth
and Tarchanoff had revealed the so-called "psychogalvanic phenomenon."
-f
itad foliod that afie zuch as an:tirty, =tine:A :age, etc., are 2CCOYTIpanied by eiectrical processes, by changes in the skin potential. The concept
means that psychic processes are "accompanied by" ar "caused by" physioloOcal, chemical, ar physical events, depending tapem whether the particular
researcher follows the thought tcchnique of psychophysical paralIelism ar
that of mechanistic causality. To my knowledge, the function cif the pleasure
sensation was not experimentaliy investigated until 1934. Nevertheless, just
here, in this omission, lay the solution aí the riddle.
Technically, the experiments could only be carried out on the surface of
the skin. I will by-pass the technical details which are unessential and which
I have thoroughly described elsewhere. We rnust remain with the theme aí
functional thinking. I had no preconceived opinion at the outset of the experiments. Since charge and pleasure, discharge and anxiety could not be
coordinated as functional pairs, there was no point in forming any kind of
hypothesis or in anticiparing certain results. All that was citar was that thc
pleasure sensation not only could not be ornitted, but, on the contrary, had
to be placed at the very center cif attention in the experirnent.
I repeat the contradiction under consideration:
Both the pleasure and the anxiety functions reveal the phenomenon of high
bio-energetic charge of the organism; discharge in the organism is n'en a
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logical center to periphery is functionally identical with the scnsation of
pkasure. It is expressed in the increase of skin potencial. The movement of
bio-energy from the periphery to the center (against impulses to expand)
is functionally identical with the sensation of anxiety. Since the most excitable
region of che periphery is the genital, the diaphragmatic region and the
genital apparatus form a functionally contradictory pair. This confirmed
experimcntally clinicai observations made many years earlier: the valation
of bio-energy between heart excitation and genital excitation in certain anxiety
neuroses.
This is clearly demonstrated clinically. Neurotic women become anxious
oniy if they meei a man who provokes their sexual desire, who causes an
outgoing impulse in them; they develop no anxiety if they are not sexually
excited, or if their sexual excitation functions unimpeded by withdrawal. In
other words: Anxicty is Me expressivo of a bio-energetic expansion which is
inwardly blocked and reversed in its motion. An unimpeded expansive exci-•
tation does not produce anxiety.
Respiration has an unmistakable influente on these processes. The skin
por- nti
at the diaphragm arra if nne in h ale r deeply, and it i17l rpaÇIf
again if one exhales deeply. In inspiration the diaphragm exerts a pressure
on the solar plexus which is removed in expiration. The lowering of the
diaphragm because of inspiration thus blocks the pleasurable expansion of
che life apparatus and works in the direction of anxiety. In this way, an
access was opened to the physiology of psychic diseases whose core function
is anxiety. From then on, my attention was called to che respirat2ry function
of neurotic and biopathic patients: The inhibation against fui] expiration and
Me chronic inspiratory attitude of the chest was shown to be a universal
phenomenon in "psychic" illnesses. I had found the basic mechanism of the
so-called "biopathies." We will pass over the clinicai decails of the biopathic
mechanisms. Thcy are presented in detail elsewhere (cf. THE DISCOVERY OF
THE ORGONE, 2nd ed., 1948, and International Journal of Sex-Economy and
Orgone Research, 1942-45).
Ir is not a question of individual clinicai mechanisms, but of cutting across
the many barriers between scientific realms, if we wish to comprehend the
basic principie of functionalism in nature.
On superficial inspection, the phenomena represented by the light streaks
of the oscillograph had an "emotional character." The wanderings of the
light streak were indeed, according to the emation, "eager" or "hesitating,"
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"distrustful" or "cautious." There was a "disappointment reaction" if sugar
was promised for the tongue and salt was given instead. If sugar was then
given again, the charge did not move forward but w:thdrew as if salt had
been tasted. A long period of adjustment was necessary before the normal
sugar reaction was re-established.
There was the phenomenon of "dulling"; the bio-energetic reactions lost
quantity if the same stimulus was applied many times consecutively. The
deviations from the zero position of the light streak were less; they also
moved more slowly. If at first an unexpected gong of a bell drove back the
potential of the tongue rapidly and completely, then no reaction occurred if
one repeated the same gong beat many tirlres.
It is now clear that not psychic sensations, but physical charges moved on
the oscillograph. Their character of movement corresponded exactly to the
reactions of a living organism in the same emotional situations. The physiological paraliel to psychic sensation was, therefore, not a chemical reaction,
not a "central nerve impulse," but a process, which hitherto had beca completely unknown: BIO-ENEAGY MOVES, ACCORDtNG TO THE SITUATION, AT DIFFERET P....rEs CF SPEED IN DIFFEAENT InRECTICNS ANT. T!'-' "IFFE.AENT
THr.
It
moves
independeratly
of
nerve
tracks
and
arcas
in
a
BIOLOGICALLY
ORGANISM.
comprehensible fashion. In so primitive an organism as the ameba, we soe
the corresponding plasma currents moving from center to periphery in
pleasant situations, and from periphery to center in anxious situations. Man
and ameba are functionally identical with regard to the basic biological excitations and directions of current. The ameba possesses no nerves, but the basic
emotional antithesis of the living aiready functions ia the ameba. The autonomic nerves now appear as organized forros of functions which helong
to a biologically deeper functioning realm. The functions of pleasure and
anxiety are much older phylogenetically than vagus and sympathetic.
I pointed out that the biological plasma currents had an "emocional" character. A now common functioning principie emerged: The K/ND of emotion
was identical with the RIND of movement of bio-energy. In its slowness and
wavelike motion the character of both types of movement is characterized
by a kind of undulation. Severa] years later these facts played a great role in
our orgone-physical research on che movements of the aurora borealis. But a
long road had to be traveled before we could reach an understanding of these
reiationships. The fact that the rigid catatonic did not show any undulating
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tnovements at the oscillograph completely corresponded to his emotional
block.
Probably the most important resuit of the experimental testing of my

F ield

Periphery

clinicai theory was a new functional conception of the energetic structure of
the bio-apparatus. It was now composed of a "bio-energetic center" or CORE
and a "bio-energetic periphe-ry." The center in higher animais was formed
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by the autonomic ganglion apparatus, the periphery by the surface membrane
of the organism. The typical single ganglion cell clearly reflecred this functional schema in its own realm of functioning (cj. schema, p. 120). It has
nothing whatsoever to do with the depth-psychological functioning schema
of Superego, Egos and Id. There is only one possible point of contact between
the depth-psychological and the biophysical functioning schema. The "to" of
psychoanalysis is one of the many functions of the bio-energetic apparatus
in the unconscious psychic 1ife. Still, one should in no way mistake the psychic
functions, Ego, Id, or Superego, for the biological functions. Such an attempt
betrays complete ignorante of the principies of scientific rhinking.
With our thought technique, we embrace at any given time either one
common function of diflerent functioning realms or dirlerent functions of
one and the same functioning domain. One can no more apply the psychological method of thought to the biological plasma functioning than one may
apply a casting mold of a piston to the building of a dynamo. The forms of
thought must always bc changed to fit the natural function which one is
trying to comprehend. Only so far as, in nature, we progress from the complicated tn the eimple, fmtn the v2riattetts to the cernrac,r. functicining
of ali nature, does the forro of thought also become simplified. But even
our functional method of thought, as capable as it may be of comprehcnding
ali natural processes, cannot be mechanically shifted from one function to
the other. The individual functioning groups must altvays be arrangcd anew.
Mechanical cliches would lead us nowhere.
The orm which resulted from the bio-electrical experiments for the comprehension of the orgonomic functioning principie had next to be tested to
sce whether it could embrace ali living organisms. h was ciearly valid for ali
animais and for the ceIls with their "nucieus" (core) and their "plasmatic
periphery." It was obviously present in the bodily structure of the jellyfish,
starfish, and related organisms. The application of this schema to plants
created difficulties which still have not been solved. Here still was a gap, cven
if the form of a blossom or a fruit permitted the application of the schema.
The organized processes of the organism, such as the tentacles of a jellyfish
or the fibers of a ganglion cell, were also incomprehensible. To what bioenergetic functions did they give organized expression?
This question was solved in a beautiful way when a co-worker in the bioelectric experiments comrnitted a grave technical error. The results had so
deeply shaken him, had so theroughly demolished some of his classical
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physiological concepts, that he turned against the obvious facts in an irracional fashinn. He asserted that the same reactions we had obtained from
living bodies could also be obtained from non-living ones. His prejudica was
so ernotionally charged that in spitc of his usual precise carefutness he unconsciously attempted to prove his assertion rhrough a blunder: He pressed
the ckctrode on a datil without isolating his fingers. If his fingcrs were in
contact with the electrode and the electrode with the moist cloth, then naturally the non-living substancc gave the typical biological reaction on the
osciliograph. Still a new riddie arose: How is it possible, one had to ask, that
a moist cloth gives Me same reaction to tickling as a healthy living organism?
The contact with the body of the investigator or of the experimentai object
was no explanation, for it was indced the cloth and not Me living organism
Ma: was being tickkd. But the cloth behaved as if it "lived" when it was connected with the organism by fluid. Since without such a connection, it "did
not live," did not give any tickling reaction, the word "explanation" that it
was "just a question of the ions in the fluid" was meaningless. For the ions
of the fluid were the same with and without connection with the living body.
th.c..,rgene energy v..as :lisnniv !rpm; ye-,rs
covered and experiments with the orgone energy field were understood, was
the riddle solved: The organism has an orgone energy field that belongs to
Me living functioning unit; for this reason, ir shows ali biological reactions
exactly as does the skin. It expands, it contracts, it can be excited, and it can,
as the "living cloth" so drastically demonstrated, carry its properties over to
a non-living body, such as a piece of linen. Now there was no longer anything mystical about the phenomenon, and there was a sharp bio-energetic
distinction between living and non-living 11-atter.
The detailed study of individual basic functions in the reaim of the living
also yields a less sharp, but still unmistakabie demarcation of the psychic
from the biological. Naturally, anyone is free te equate the psychic realm
with that of the living generaliy, just as one is free to spirituaiize non-living
nature. It is simply a question of what one wishes to achieve. Whoever considers it correct to investigate ali nature psychologically, i.e., to equate the
"Id" with the living and to consider it accessible to psychological research,
will not concede any boundaries between biological and psychic processes.
As difficult as it is to demarcate such a functional boundary in the living, its
existente and its indispensability for the correct description of living functions
cannot be doubted. That can readily be demonstrated in every process which
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simuhaneously promotes bodily and psychic disease mechanisms, when they
have their common functioning principie in disturbances of emocional life.
Such practical clinicai examples show how important clean methodological
thinking is, and how easily one falis into tremcndous errors if one does not
separate the psychic from the bodily and the bodily from biological functioning, although physiological, psychic and biological functions form an inseparable unity in the concrete organism.
The reader will ask why I introduce this problem precisely in connection
wizh the discussion of the bio-energetic experiments. This question is justifieel
for it is still not clear what a disease symptom has to do with the experiments.
It will very soou be apparent that there is only one single correct arrangernent of the different functions of the life apparatus, if one wishes to understand a diseasc process as completely as possible.
July 1947
(To be continued )

Abstinente sows sand ali over
The ruddy limbs and &ming hair,
But desire gratilied
Inanis fruit and bcauty there_
-WILLIAM BLAKE

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
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Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
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Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 22-29 Pag. 36-50
26 Wilhelm Reich Process Of Integration in the Newborn and the Schizophrenic 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 29-39 Pag. 51-71
27 Wilhelm Reich The Meaning of Disposition to Disease 1944
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 40-41 Pag. 72-75
28 Wilhelm Reich The Difficulty 1948
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 42-42 Pag. 76-76
-------------------------------------------------CORE.
-----------------------------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------------01 Robert A. McCullough. Rocky Road Toward Functionalism 1955
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955
Interval 26-31 Pag. 144-154
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